
MONOLOGUE OF A SEEVERLY ABUSED YOUNG

above USR which flickers spontaneously throughout monologue on to a wonky, old, road sign "WRONG WAY GO
BACK". A follow spot in on SAM CS the entire.

The walls are plain and white with no form of decoration. He placed a small piece of metal in the center of the
chamber and we waited until I saw the first one- a trace of smoke that came from nowhere and then
disappeared. I plan to share this audiobook with people I love After Anne is severely punished for an outburst
of temper at school, Diana attempts to comfort her. When her condition deteriorates, it becomes clear she
needs an expensive surgery to save her life. Mum was distraught and turned to drinking. He liked to sleep
around a bit. In the two monologues that follow Tillie is awakened to the beauty of science. Brock swore he
saw her at "Bad Girls" a month back but I know he didn't. You are the sweetest, nicest mommy. Here Maggie
announces that she will not take no for an answer. Al will not let her do the show and brings Marie back to
take her place. Behind the glass a white cloud began to form. It stank of rum and cigarettes, and stagnant bread
was the usual menu. The man â€”TH I was so shaken There is no specific age or gender assigned to this
monologue. However in Act II the fairy tale turns sour. Al comes back with the surprise revelation of getting
the act booked in Atlantic City. While carrying out housework she severely injures herself. Uncle Martin saw
it fit to share my bed, secretly, until I was  The prison walls have a plain industrial pattern and a reinforced
window to prevent the inmates escaping. Although one should feel sorry for Doris it is difficult to do so given
her obsessions with hygiene. Was I judged on what I had learned about this project? About my brother and the
bride. The Flannigans were never made for tyranny. The poetic style the monologue is written in should
influence the fairy tale tone of the piece, but it should be delivered as if you were reading a poem. The strength
of the monologue comes from a malicious trouble maker who finally becomes a liberated woman. This part of
me was formed from a tongue of fire that screamed through the heavens until there was our sun. Whatever you
had to give went to Daddy, and when he died, whatever was left you gave to My guts had already been pulled
apart and so twisted inside me - I had physical pain. Brody, ix 


